NEWS & COMMENT

Clinton Holds the Line on R&D
Priority Initiatives Squeeze Science
A Strategy for Sequencing the Genome 5 Years Early
Science Editor-in-Chief Named
Blending Biology, Technology, and Economic Development
DOE Reacts Coolly to Galvin Report
But Favors Downsizing

RESEARCH NEWS

Found: Candidate for Missing Mass?
Bisexual Fruit Flies Point to Brain Courtship Centers
Galaxy Experts Train Electronic Stand-Ins
Protein Studies Try to Puzzle Out Alzheimer's Tangles
At Math Meetings, Enormous Theorem Eclipses Fermat

PERSPECTIVES

Superpositions of Handled Wave Functions
J. A. Cima and R. A. Harris
Casein Kinase II in Theileriosis
O. K. ole-MoiYoi
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Interhemispheric Differences in Polar Stratospheric HNO₃, H₂O, ClO, and O₃

Criticism of Clinton's R&D proposals

Homosexual behavior in flies
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